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Abstract Pi = density of species i

p = total density
Ionization losses, thermal losses and thrust efficiency =

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant
were measured for a hydrogen arcjet at powers from 6 = Stefan-Boltzmann constant
to 14 kW and at specific energies of 150 and 200 MJ/kg. T = thrust

Ionization losses were calculated from electron Ti = temperature of species or node i

densities obtained from emission spectroscopy at the ui,, uzi,U = total, axial, radial velocity of i
exit plane. Thermal losses were calculated from arcjet V = arcjet voltage
surface temperatures obtained with thermocouples and ) = vibration constant of species i
imaging optical pyrometry. Ionization rates were
found to be relatively constant with different Introduction
operating conditions, while thermal losses increased
significantly with decreasing power or increasing As arcjet propulsion systems near deployment for
specific energy. north-south stationkeeping, interest in improving

performance and developing arcjets for other missions
An analysis of energy loss modes derived from a has intensified. For example, intermediate power
numerical simulation of the arcjet reveal random ammonia and hydrogen arcjets are being considered for
translational motion and dissociation to be the largest orbit transfer missions. To be competitive with current
energy sinks at over 20% and 15%, respectively, chemical propulsion systems and attractive to users for
Thermal losses, ionization. rotation and profile losses such missions, an arcjet system will have to deliver
were also found to be signi:lcant. 1000 to 1200 s specific impulse at 35 to 50% efficiency,

depending upon the mission(l). However, efficiencies
Nomenclature approaching 50% at high specific impulses have yet to

be achieved.
Ai = area of node i

c = speed of light In order to increase the specific impulse of an arcjet

dA = integral surface area thruster at a fixed power-to-flow-rate ratio (specific
EiD  n n energy), it is necessary to increase the thrust efficiency.
Ei" = dissociation energy of species iSDuring the rapid expansion of the propellant in the
Ei = ionization energy of species i nozzle, much of the energy in the propellant is frozen
Ej = emissivity of node i in such non-translational energy modes as ionization
h = Planck's constant and dissociation and is not recovered as useful thrust.

hi 0  = enthalpy of i referenced to 0 K In addition, significant amounts of energy are lost as

hfi0  = heat of formation of i at 0 K thermal energy to the arcjet electrodes and structure.
The objective of this work is to draw conclusions about

I = arcjet currentI = arcjet rnt the dominant modes of energy loss in arcjets in order to
k = Boltzmann's constant gain insight into designs that minimize these losses.
mh = mass flow rate

ii = unit vector normal to dA While much excellent work is being done to measure

ni  = number density of species i various plasma parameters in arcjets with ever more

q = rate of heat transfer from node i sophisticated diagnostics, only a few papers have
focused on characterizing the energy deposition modes
in arcjets. A comprehensive study of 30 kW class
hydrogen arcjets in 1965 by the McDonnell Aircraft

* RRC Sr. Development Engineer Corp.(2 ) measured thrust, flow rate, thermal losses by

** RRC Development Engineer calorimetry, and exit plane profiles of several
t RRC DevelopmentEngineer
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parameters, including mass flux and stagnation conditions to highlight the major energy loss
enthalpy. Thrust efficiency was generally 20 to 25% mechanisms, as well as for comparison with :he
and thermal losses ranged from 3 to 25%. An exit measurements presented.
plane power balance of a water-cooled arcjet indicated
that roughly 7% of the input power remained in the Arciet Power Balance
exhaust plume as random translational energy,
molecular rotation and vibration. Another 50% was To appropriately account for all energy loss modes in
inferred to be lost to unrecovered ionization and an arcjet, it is necessary to first define energy
dissociation energy. These figures were based on deposition modes such that they form a self-consistent
indirectly calculated exit plane temperatures on the power balance. An energy flow diagram is shown in
order of 1200 K. Fig. 1. In addition to the input electrical power,

More recently, work by Crofton et al.( 3 ,4 ) with low PInE = IV, (1)

power hydrogen and ammonia arcjets indicated thatpower rogen and ammonia arjets icated that the propellant also carries with it its own enthalpy,
dissociation and thermal losses through the arcjet including heats of formation. For the calculationsincluding heats of formation. For the calculations
electrodes were major loss mechanisms, althoughelectrodes were major loss mechanisms, although presented, enthalpy was referenced to 0 K because the
measurements with XUV absorption spectroscopymeasurements with XUV absorption spectroscopy theoretical maximum thrust energy is extracted fromindicated dissociation losses as low as 4%. In addition, the propellant by reducing its temperature to 0 K. The

th e propellant by reducing its temperature to 0 K. Thetheir measurements of exit plane temperatures input power due to propellant enthalpy will thus be
,. input power due to propellant enthalpy will thus beindicated that the energy tied up in translational, defined as:

rotational and vibrational modes was roughly 17%.
Finally, calorimetry measurements by Sankovic and
Curran(5) for 1 to 4 kW hydrogen arcjets found 5 to Pnh =mrh i-(h0(Tin)+hO) (2)
20% of the input energy was lost to heating the i
electrodes.

Thermal loss is defined as the net power that goes into
In a previous paper by the present authors,(6) heating the arcjet electrodes. This loss category arises
ionization loss calculations were presented from principally from the current attachment and net
spectroscopic measurements of an intermediate power conduction/convection from the flow. A more
hydrogen arcjet. A qualitative comparison of practical definition of the thermal loss is the heat
ionization losses with measured anode temperatures transferred at steady state across a control surface
suggested a possible trade between frozen flow losses surrounding the arcjet. Primarily, this heat transfer
and thermal losses. This paper presents thermal loss, as occurs by radiation, although conduction through solid
well as ionization loss measurements, for the same connections and transfer to the background gas in
arcjet for 6 operating conditions over 5 power levels ground test facilities must also be included.
and 2 specific energies. The ionization losses were
derived, as before, from spectroscopic measurements of The rest of the power balance is comprised of energy
the Hydrogen Balmer series taken at the nozzle exit. deposition modes in the exhaust stream at the nozzle
The thermal losses were determined from arcjet exit plane. All integrations in the following equations
surface temperatures by calculating the heat transfer occur across the exit plane. Although the net plasma
across a control surface around the arcjet. The radiation across the nozzle exit is another loss, it has
maximum energy lost to other modes, such as been found to be insignificant in arcjets( 8 ) and will be
dissociation, can be inferred from an energy balance of neglected in this paper. The loss to unrecovered
ionization and thermal losses, along with the measured ionization is defined as:
thrust, flow rate and arc power.

lon = JE+ niui indA (3)
To better characterize the magnitude of other energy
loss mechanisms, the results of a single fluid two-
dimensional performance model of the arcjet were where i is summed over the ionized species. The loss to
employed. This model( 7 ) yields species densities, dissociation is likewise defined as:
temperature and velocity information throughout the
arcjet flow field. The numerical results were broken PDs = ED nii u -i dA (4)
down into a detailed power balance for three operating
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where i here is all dissociated species. A rough (Uri 2  -
expression for the power lost to electronic excitation PRaV = JPi "i idA (9)
can be obtained by subtracting the contributions of
vibration, rotation and translation from the exhaust

enthapy: summed over all species. Profile "loss" arises due to
the conventional definition for thrust power. It is the

PEE = fp ih i (T) ui dA difference between axially directed kinetic energy and
EEx thrust power and is analogous to the difference

PVib -Rot RTr (5) between the square of the sums and the sum of the
-Pvib -PRot -PRTr (5) squares:

This expression implicitly assumes equilibration 2
between these 4 energy modes, which spectroscopic Ppro = fPi Li ,ii dA - PThr (10)
measurements have shown not to be the case( 3 ,9 ).i 2
However, it is a convenient expression for comparison
with numerical results. where thrust power is defined as:

Since the characteristic temperature for the vibration T2  1 (fiu zii - ndA) 2

mode in H2 is 6400 K, vibration may not be "fully PThr (11)
excited" at the exit plane and the equipartition value 2 2 i Piji -

for specific energy of vibration, kT/mi, cannot be used.
However, with the approximation that the molecules The overall power balance is obtained by summing the
are harmonic oscillators, an analytical expression for two input terms, PInE and PInh, and setting them
the specific energy of vibration can be obtained(10) and equal to the loss terms plus the thrust power.
the loss due to molecular vibration can be written:

Experimental Apparatus

Pvib ni h o ui fi dA (6)
Ji[ The arcjet used for this study was the same

e -1 intermediate power (5-15 kW) development model

arcjet used in the study reported previously.( 6 ) All
where i is summed over the vibration modes of the data in this study was obtained using a single anode
molecules. Without a well established equilibrium configuration with a 200 half angle nozzle, shown in
between energy modes, a vibration temperature would Fig. 2. The tests were conducted inside a 2.4 m diameter
be substituted for Ti. vacuum cell in which background pressures ranged

from 80-210 mTorr (11-28 Pa). The arcjet was
At exit plane conditions, the rotational mode should powred by a Hypertherm MAX100 DC ar cutter
be both fully excited and well equilibrated with the power s y separate hh vtae capacitive startpower supply. A separate high voltage capacitive start
translational energy,(10) making the rotational loss circuit started the are directly on hydrogen.
term:

PRot = ni(kTi)i iidA Hydrogen gas was used as the propellant for all
i (7) testing. The flow rate was measured with a

Micromotion coriolis mass flow meter. Arcjet

where i is summed over molecular species. The power performance was measured on a swinging arm, null

lost to random translational motion, including unused balance thrust stand. Thrust, flow rate, voltage,

pV work, is similarly: current, pressures and thermocouple temperatures were
recorded on a PC based data acquisition system. During

PRTr = I f ni j(kTi) Ui - i dA (8) a typical test run, the arcjet was operated for at least 20
i minutes before collecting spectroscopic and thermal

imaging data to allow the arcjet to come to thermal

for i summed over all species. The remaining power equilibrium. Steady state thrust, flow rate and power

exits the nozzle in the form of kinetic energy. The loss data were averaged over an end of run sequence to

due to the radial components of the exhaust velocity is: subtract out zero shifts in the data.
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Data from two test series are reported here. In the first, electron densities resulting from uncorrected data.
data was collected at 5 power levels ranging from 6 to Therefore, no corrections have been used for the data
14 kW, all at a specific energy of 150 MJ/kg. In the reported in this paper. It should also be noted that
second series, two different specific energies, 150 and intensities of the upper 2 lines taken with the wider
200 MJ/kg, both at 10 kW, were studied. slits exhibited interference from neighboring lines and

were not used in the following analysis.
Ionization Losses

Analysis
Ionization losses were estimated from exit plane
electron number density profiles measured spectro- The Balmer series intensity measurements were
scopically. The spectroscopic system, measurement and converted to radial profiles of atomic hydrogen excited
analysis procedures were described in detail in an state number densities through the intensity
earlier paper(6 ) and will only be summarized here. calibration, transition probabilities and an Abel

Inversion. Next, a collisional-radiative model of
Spectroscopy System atomic hydrogen was used to relate the state

populations to electron density and temperature at each
The spectroscopy system is shown schematically in radial location. Finally, ionization losses were
Fig. 3. Inside the test cell, emitted radiation from a 0.5 calculated from the flux of electron-ion pairs across
mm diameter volume of the arcjet plume is focused the exit assuming an average exhaust velocity derived
onto the end of a fiber optic cable. The collection optics from the measured specific impulse. This assumption
are secured to a translation stage that allows spatial tends to underpredict the ionization losses since the
scanning in a plane perpendicular to the arcjet plume. highest velocities occur near center line where the
The optical fiber transmits the collected radiation to electron densities are also high.
the entrance slit of the SPEX Industries model 500M
half-meter spectrometer outside the test cell. The ThermalLosses
detector is a thermoelectrically cooled photo-
multiplier tube. A 386 personal computer controls Temperature Measurements
wavelength selection and translation stage position, as
well as providing data acquisition. An absolute To obtain estimates for the thermal losses, tempera-
intensity calibration was made with a tungsten ribbon ture measurements were made over the entire surface of
lamp radiance standard for each wavelength the arcjet by a combination of two methods. The first
measured, method consists of a series of chromel-alumel

thermocouples spot-welded along the length of the
Experimental Procedure arcjet at the positions noted in Fig. 4. With an

operating range up to 23000 F (1570 K), these
At each operating condition, a series of measurements thermocouples were used to measure the cooler regions
were taken in a plane 2.75 mm downstream of the of the arcjet.
nozzle exit plane. The intensities of the first 9
hydrogen Balmer series line were measured in 0.25 mm The second method uses an image analysis system,
increments from at least 12 mm above to 12 mm below shown schematically in Fig. 5, to measure anode
the arcjet center line. temperatures with single color optical pyrometery. A

CIDTech Model 3170 CID video camera was used in
To measure the entire line intensity, the exit slits were conjunction with a 9.5 nm bandpass interference filter
set to 500 pm in the first test series, corresponding to a centered at 951.8 nm and assorted neutral density
bandwidth of 8 A. Preliminary analysis of this test filters to make surface temperature measurements of
series indicated that Stark broadening at the electron 1700 OF (1230 K) and above. The camera images were
densities present in the plume could cause a significant captured by an ITI overlay framegrabber board with 8-
fraction of the upper lines to be missed by the 8 A bit data resolution and stored on a 386 personal
bandwidth. To remedy the problem, a correction for the computer for later analysis.
line broadening was initially applied to the data. Wider
slits, corresponding to a 32 A bandwidth, were used in The CID camera was mounted outside the test cell for
the second test series. However, a comparison between either side or end viewing. The side view allows
the Series 1 and 2 data taken at the same operating external surface measurements axially along the
conditions demonstrated less than 5% difference in the outside of the anode. The end view was obtained by
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imaging the inside of the anode nozzle through a qi = OAi Fi E(Ti4 - Tchamber 4 ),
reflecting prism placed on arcjet center line about 30"
downstream of the nozzle exit. where the gray body view factors, Fi, were calculated

using Thermal Model Generator (TMG), a commercial
The stored images were converted to radiance values via software package. These view factors account for direct
an absolute intensity calibration obtained using a radiation to the chamber walls, as well as intermediate
tungsten ribbon lamp spectral radiance standard. These reflections from neighboring arcjet nodes. The total
radiance values were then converted to temperatures hemispherical emissivities, e,, were assumed for this
using Planck's Distribution Law and published values analysis to be a constant for each material, although
of spectral emissivity. ( l 1,12 ) The effective emissivity future analysis will incorporate temperature
of the inside of the nozzle was approximated as double dependent emissivities. Tchamber was assumed to be
the true emissivity due to the effect of reflections. 150°F (340 K), the measured cell wall temperature.
Work is being conducted on a view factor model that
more accurately accounts for the effect of reflections Transfer to the background gas was also calculated for
inside the nozzle. each node, i, except those inside the anode nozzle using:

The uncertainty in the thermocouple measurements is qi = heff Ai (Ti - Tgas),
estimated at 5%, primarily due to the effect of the
thermocouple attachment to the surface. The imaging where heff was chosen to be 41 W/m 2 K, which is
system temperatures are accurate to within 2%, except consistent with the free molecular flow conditions
inside the nozzle where the uncertainty is somewhat present in the test cell outside the plume. Tgas was
higher. estimated conservatively to be 150°F (340 K), the

measured cell wall temperature. Background gas
Thermal Loss Calculations transfer accounted for under 10% of the total thermal

loss and under 1% of the input electrical power. These
To determine the thermal loss from the measured

values roughly correspond to the change in the thermal
arcjet temperatures, the heat transfer across a control les o a arcet at dieret cl

losses of a 1-4 kW arcjet at different cell pressures
surface surrounding the arcjet was calculated, taking measured by Sankovic and Curran( 5 ). They observed a
into account conduction to the solid connections,

ito a n to te od i drop in thermal losses equivalent to 2% of input power
radiation, and transfer to the background gas. For the when going from 230 mTorr to 2 mTorr, while we

when going from 230 mTorr to 2 mTorr, while we
purposes of the calculation, the arcjet surface was r o of

. . rcalculate a transfer to the background gas of 0.8% of
divided into a series of nodes. The nodes surroundingwer at 150 mTorr.

the input power at 150 mTorr.
the thermocouples were assumed to have roughly the
same temperature as the nearby thermocouple (Fig. 4).
The image analysis system provided a more detailed Overall, the uncertainty in the thermal loss values is

estimated to be better than 20%, with uncertainties in
temperature map of the anode from which most of theheat transfer occurs. the total emissivities, temperatures and the background

gas transfer coefficient being the biggest contributors.

Three areas of solid conduction were considered: the
anode power connection, the cathode power connection. Numerical Loss Estimates
and the mounting bracket. The heat transfer rate was
calculated using the conductivities of the materials and The numerical model used in these studies
temperature gradients as measured by pairs of (KARNAC), has been described in a number of
thermocouples. Total conduction losses were small, previous publications.( 7 ,13 , 14 ) It is a nonsteady, finite
amounting to approximately 2% of total thermal loss. volume code which solves the single fluid equations
and only 0.1% of total input energy. for a plasma with finite rate chemistry and high

temperature transport properties. In addition, the
Radiation accounted for the majority of the heat solutions for the anode and plasma energy have been
transfer. Radiative transfer from all surfaces of the physically coupled so that anode and plasma
arcjet, including the end of the anode and the inside temperatures as well as energy fluxes at the anode-
surface of the nozzle was determined with the standard plasma and the anode-space boundaries are self-
transfer equation: consistent.(15)
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It must be noted here, however, that KARNAC does flow rates than on total input power. This idea is
not yet model either swirl or diffusive transport of reinforced by the strong increase in temperature with
mass or energy, any of which may be important in increasing specific energy, which is obtained by
regions where high gradients or long fluid transit reducing the flow rate at the same power.
times exist. Although recent comparisons with laser
induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements at Stanford Ionization and thermal losses, as well as measured
University have shown excellent agreement between thrust efficiency are plotted in Fig. 8 for all operating
predicted and measured exhaust velocity profiles of a conditions tested. While the absolute ionization loss
low power H2 arcjet, significant differences between showed an increase with increasing power, its fraction
measured and predicted exhaust temperature profiles of the total energy actually dropped slightly from
remain unresolved.( 16) In particular, the measured 9.2% at 6 kW to 7.6% at 14 kW. At the same time there
temperature profiles at high specific energies was a dramatic decrease in thermal losses from 22% at
demonstrate significantly greater centerline values 6 kW to less than 5% at 14 kW. Meanwhile, the thrust
than the predictions. The neglect of mass and energy efficiency went up slightly, and then dropped, but did
diffusion, particularly at the arc root, may be the cause not change greatly.
of such discrepancies.

As specific energy increases, ionization losses increase
Curve fits are used throughout the code to estimate slightly due to the increased exhaust velocity. Again,
thermodynamic properties as a function of the local the thermal loss show a dramatic increase from 8% to
temperature and species populations. The use of such 17%. This increase in thermal loss partially appears as a
fits is equivalent to the assumption that the internal 4% drop in thrust efficiency.
energy modes instantaneously relax to their equi-
librium values at the local temperature. Working Overall, however, the ionization losses do not appear
within the limits imposed by the model uncertainties, to change dramatically with operating condition for a
we have used the predicted exhaust product concen- given arcjet geometry, while the thermal losses do.
trations, velocities, and temperature distribution to Coupled with the widely observed fact that thrust
estimate the energy residing in different modes at the efficiency is not easily increased, there appears to be a
arcjet exit plane and to estimate the anode thermal trade off between thermal losses and other loss
losses due to conduction, convection, and arc categories that inhibits significant improvements in
attachment. thrust efficiency.

Results To gain insight into the major energy deposition modes
other than ionization and electrode heating, the results

Electron density profiles for three of the operating of the numerical model were analyzed according to the
conditions are shown in Fig. 6. As power, and therefore categories in the arcjet power balance section. The
flow rate, increases for the same specific energy, the fractions of input electrical energy for each mode are
center line values remain unchanged, but density shows plotted on Fig. 9. The fractions total slightly greater
an increase at larger radii, indicating a change in the than 1, in part because of the enthalpy of the propellant
interaction with the nozzle wall with increasing flow at the inlet, which is typically about 2% of the input
rate. The densities remain relatively unchanged electrical power. The power fractions for thrust,
between the different specific energies at 10 kW, which ionization and thermal losses agree very closely with
is in contrast to the dramatic decrease in densities with experiment for the two 10 kW cases. However, for the
increasing specific energy previously reported in a 100 14 kW case, the model overpredicts all three fractions
nozzle. The increased interaction of the flow in the 100 by 2 to 4%.
nozzle may be responsible for greater sensitivity of the
densities to changes in flow rate. Overall, however, the As expected, dissociation is a significant loss
electron densities showed relatively little dependence mechanism, accounting for about 15% of the power in
on operating condition in the 200 nozzle, all cases. However, the largest single loss mechanism

is random translational energy at 20 to 23% of input
In contrast, the anode temperature profiles shown in power. This value is dependent upon the predicted
Fig. 7 demonstrate clear dependence on operating temperatures at the exit plane, which peak at over
conditions. The anode temperatures tend to drop with 4500 K. While measured rotational temperatures have
increasing power at the same specific energy, indicating been reported at roughtly 2000 K for low power
a stronger dependence on the cooling effects of higher arcjets( 3 ,9 ), recent LIF measurements, also of a low
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Fig. 8. Arcjet Power Balance
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Fig. 9. Arcjet Power Balance From Numerical Analysis
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